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dust and allergens1, the only cabin air ﬁlter that
uses the natural deodorizing qualities of Arm &
Hammer ® approved baking soda.

*FRAM ExtraGuard Air ﬁlter lets through
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brands.

Vehicle Maintenance Done Right.
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Road dust and pollen particles ranging in size from 5-100 microns.
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testing of air ﬁlter efﬁciency of models CA4309, 8755A, 8039, 326
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There’s
plenty of
opportunity
out there.
Jobbers
need to ride
the wave’s
crest, rather
than fall
underneath it.

he aftermarket has a lot working in its favour.
The Automotive Industries Association’s latest Outlook
Study – you can see the key highlights on page 7 – analyzed
where the aftermarket is and what may lay ahead. It had
plenty of good news.
Value of parts and labour was at an all-time high at $21.6
billion in 2017. Almost 400,000 people are employed in the
aftermarket overall in Canada – that’s up 1.6 per cent from the
2015 study. And, perhaps most interestingly, there are a record
number of vehicles six years of age and older (18.4 million out
of 26.8 million total).
That last stat jumps out. There’s an enormous pool of out-ofwarranty vehicles – almost 70 per cent of all cars on the road –
for the aftermarket to target in coming years.
There’s plenty of opportunity out there. Jobbers need to ride
the wave’s crest, rather than fall underneath it. That means
ramping up the use of digital tools, revamping customer service
and readying their shop customers.
Let’s start with ‘digital maturity.’ The Business Development
Bank of Canada (BDC), released a study that found nearly
60 per cent of small businesses – which includes jobbers –
are weak on that front. Not even one in ﬁve are truly

competent.
Digital maturity measures how ready your business is to transform. The aftermarket
needs to be mature. Use online tools (social media, e-commerce platforms, etc.) to
communicate with customers. Google Adwords, e-mail marketing and the like need
to be part of a digital marketing strategy. Collect data on customers who visit your
website (what they’re looking for, where they’re from). Digitize your operational
activities. Canadian Tire, for example, has undergone signiﬁcant digital changes in their
warehouses, even implementing augmented reality.
These types of changes would make a big difference to jobbers. Those with more
digital maturity are 62 per cent more likely to have higher sales and proﬁt growth, BDC
said. Businesses with less will often see sales fall.
Customer service is another increasingly important area. The world has moved away
from the days when price was the differentiator.
It’s now about the service and value provided to customers. Jobbers need to have
the right parts in stock and get them delivered quickly. Go back to the Jobber News
Shop Survey from the January/February issue: 93 per cent of respondents had
availability/inventory on their list of most important factors when deciding which jobber
they called ﬁrst. Far fewer included price.
Customer service includes making sure your staff is up to date on training, being
willing to go the extra mile and ensuring the right parts are being sold for the job. After
all, a cheap part that’s wrong is no good.
Work with shops on getting ready for future vehicle technology. Predictive analytics,
for one, will be a boon for their business. Get them on board. With all the sensors on
newer vehicles today, having the right equipment for repairs is a must. Shops need to be
able to take on that work and not send it to the dealer. Money is being left on the table
by not keeping up.
The opportunities are there for the aftermarket, essentially on a tee. But we still have to
hit the ball on to the fairway. The onus will be on the industry to take advantage. It starts
by being ready. JN
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NTN CELEBRATES 100 YEARS WITH PRIME MINISTER
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau helped

Spectra
Premium
acquires
Swedish
company
Fuel systems manufacturer
Spectra Premium announced
its acquisition of the
controlling stake in TechROi
Fuel Systems AB, which
designs and engineers
stainless steel fuel tanks as
well as related components.
“We are very pleased with
this transaction, which is
another key milestone in
our commitment to the
globalization of our OEM
operations and follows on our
expansion into Asia through
our operations in China,” said
Jacques Mombleau, president
and chief executive officer of
Spectra Premium.
He added that the move will
help the company better
serve customers globally and
provide greater access to the
OEM market in Europe.
TechROi Fuel Systems’
engineering centre, fuel
testing lab and administrative
offices are based in Trollhättan,
Sweden, and its plant located
in Bengtsfors, Sweden,
manufactures stainless steel
fuel tanks for hybrid vehicles,
for which Spectra designs its
products. JN
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NTN Bearing celebrate a significant milestone recently.
The company celebrated the 50th Anniversary of NTN Bearing Corporation of
Canada and the 100th anniversary of its
Japan-based parent, NTN Corporation.
In a speech to hundreds of guests at
the Omni King Edward Hotel in Toronto,
Trudeau acknowledged the contributions
NTN Corporation has made to its community, and cited the company as an example of global success and international
investment in trade.
He also spoke of Canada’s successes
in negotiating trade deals with other
countries, most notably the Trans-Pacific
Partnership.
Prior to the gala dinner that day,
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau addresses the audience at NTN
Trudeau met privately with Japan’s conBearing Corporation of Canada’s 50th Anniversary Celebration in
sul-general in Toronto, Takako Ito, former September in Toronto. Above: Former Mississauga, Ont., Mayor
Mississauga, Ont., mayor Hazel McCalHazel McCallion spoke at the NTN anniversary event.
lion, NTN Corporation president Hiroshi
Ohkubo, and NTN Bearing Corporation of
NTN is the world’s third-largest bearing manuCanada CEO and president Paul Meo.
facturer, with over 68 plants globally. It makes a
“We are so proud of this milestone,” said Meo.
wide range of bearings, constant velocity joints, and
“NTN has achieved 50 years of steady growth in the
other precision industrial and automotive equipCanadian market and 10 decades of global innoment. NTN provides bearing services, which include
vation. Our longevity is a credit to our employees,
technical support, maintenance and reliability serwhose dedication and commitment are key to our
vices, engineering consulting and training.JN
competitiveness.”

CREDIBILITY CONCERNS RAISED BY AUTO ENGINEERS
Red flags are being raised about the level of trust

and credibility companies have among young
automotive engineers.
A recent study found that only 33 per cent of
Millennial automotive engineers see a strong match
between how their employer portrays itself and
what they experience as employees within the
company. Only 18 per cent of female engineers
said they have “a lot” of trust in their organization’s
leadership.
The study, The Employer Brand Credibility Gap:
Bridging the Divide, from marketing services firm
Weber Shandwick and research and strategy
company KRC Research, noted that those numbers
signal noteworthy issues as the talent pool in the
automotive industry moves younger. In order
to drive successful recruitment, retention and
engagement from employees, companies need to
create a trustworthy employer brand.
The report found that while companies could

count on Baby Boomers to advocate for their
employer, Millennials are a different story. Almost
80 per cent of Millennials have recommended
their employer as a place to work – compare that
to 92 per cent of Boomers. Weber Shandwick
suggests that is part of a trend of negative employer
feedback that exists with the younger workforce as
Millennials are more than twice as likely to share
criticism of their employer online than a Boomer.
There’s also a split between genders –18 per
cent of women said they trust their organization’s
leadership, while 37 percent of men say the same.
“Our study reveals there is a significant gap in
the expectations of automotive engineers and
the reality of their everyday working life. These
disconnects are underscored when considering
Millennial and female engineers, who will be
crucial to the future success of the industry,” said
Janet Tabor, executive vice president at Weber
Shandwick. JN
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AFTERMARKET VALUE HITS ALL-TIME HIGH
Things are looking bright for the automotive
aftermarket. The Automotive Industries Association
of Canada released it latest Outlook Study and
found the light vehicle segment of the industry
was valued at $21.6 billion in 2017. That’s up from
$21 billion in 2015. More people are employed
than two years ago and average vehicle age is on
the rise. The study was prepared by DesRosiers
Automotive Consultants.
Check out the highlights:

$12.5 billion
$

398,900

Value of the
parts segment
(DIY and DIFM).
The rest is labour
costs.

Number of Canadians
employed overall
in the aftermarket,
UP 1.6 per cent
from 2015.

2.3%
Job growth in the
Automotive Parts &
Accessories and Tire Store
Retailers sector.

$21.6 billion
Value of the light vehicle segment of the industry in 2017.
Up from $21 billion in 2015.

69%

11.81

Number of
all vehicles –
18.4 million of
26.8 million registered
in Canada – that are
at least 6 years old.

Average age
of a vehicle in
Saskatchewan, the
highest in the country.
B.C. was second at
11.73 years.

9.71
Age of the average
light vehicle in
Canada in 2017.

30.7 million
Number of Canadians
who are of driving
age, up 5.1 per cent
from 2012.

$23.8 billion
Estimated value
of the aftermarket
in 2021.

Schaeffler. Space technology
for today’s vehicles.
Schaeffler parts deliver the highest level
of precision and quality, which is why the
world’s space programs rely on us. Our
comprehensive line of bearings and seals
provide the quality and performance you and
your customers can depend on.

MISSION:
EXCELLENCE

For technology that is out of this
world, count on Schaeffler.
Further information: www.repxpert.ca
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LIQUI MOLY TO RUN WITH THE BULLS
A year after entering the North American sports sponsorship arena with
the Los Angeles Kings of the National Hockey League Liqui Moly has signed
a deal with the Chicago Bulls of the National Basketball Association.
Calling it the biggest sponsorship program it has ever done on this
continent, the German oil manufacturer will have presence throughout the
Bulls’ home arena at the United Center and on the team’s digital platforms.
“This transatlantic collaboration is not purely an investment in our U.S.
trade – its impact goes far beyond the region,” says Peter Baumann, Liqui
Moly’s marketing manager. “The NBA is by far the most popular basketball
league in the world, with hundreds of millions of spectators following the
games worldwide.” JN

UNI-SELECT RAISES MONEY
AS PART OF CELEBRATION
As part of its 50th anniversary celebrations, Uni-Select Atlantic
members held an open house tradeshow and raised money for the Canadian
Cancer Society. Going with a race car theme, the open house was held at the
Uni-Select Moncton distribution centre that saw 85 supplier booths on hand.
Hundreds of attendees were able to nab ‘super specials’ as well as gather
information from suppliers and take home door prizes and swag. The night
before, the company’s social event saw live entertainment from illusionist Ray
Chance. A silent auction during the night raised $2,300. JN

Hundreds came out for the recent Uni-Select Atlantic show
in Moncton.

π
SHIPPING SUPPLY SPECIALISTS

SORBENT ESSENTIALS

ORDER BY 6 PM FOR
SAME DAY SHIPPING

COMPLETE CATALOG

1-800-295-5510
8

uline.ca

ONTARIO TO SHUTTER COLLEGE
OF TRADES
The Ontario College of Trades (OCOT) will be shut
down by the province, an institution it describes as “a source
of unnecessary and burdensome complexity for skilled trades
employment in the province.”
The Conservative government announced it will wind OCOT
down next year. A new body will be created to deal with some of
what the college handled, while other functions will return to the
provincial Ministry of Training, Colleges, and Universities.
OCOT was established in 2009 as a means to administer skilled
trade apprentices, enforce licensing requirements, and protect
the public from poor workmanship. JN

GENUINE PARTS COMPANY
MAKES DEALS IN UK
Two automotive companies have been acquired by the
Alliance Automotive Group, the Genuine Parts Company’s
distribution arm based in London.
One of the companies, Platinum International Group Limited,
is a value-added battery distributor in the automotive, industrial,
marine and leisure markets, with nine U.K. locations and one
location in the Netherlands. It is based in Manchester, England.
The other, TMS Motor Spares Ltd. (TMS), headquartered in
Carlisle, England, is an automotive parts distributor with 17
locations in Scotland and seven in England. JN
www.autoserviceworld.com | JOBBER NEWS / NOVEMBER / DECEMBER 2018

PREPARING FOR TOMORROW’S TECHNOLOGY
With the amount of change coming to the

IN MEMORIAM:
PETER GILCHRIST, 92
Peter A. Gilchrist was born
Nov. 15, 1925 in Shanghai,
China. He lived in and
around Shanghai and Hong
Kong until 1941 when Japan
invaded Hong Kong.
At that time, Peter was
16 years old and separated
from his parents when
he was captured by the
Japanese and placed into a concentration camp
outside of Shanghai. After four years, in 1945, he
was released and reunited with his parents. Peter
then made his way by ship to Victoria, B.C.
He started his working career in 1946 and was
with a number of companies which all eventually
ended up being bought by Acklands. He went
from B.C. to Alberta in 1977 as general manager
for southern Alberta with Western Warehouse
Distributors. In 1983, a consolidation with Acklands
took place where he became automotive sales
co-ordinator until he retired in 1989.
At that time, Peter then moved to Kelowna,
B.C. where he resided until he died on Sept. 6,
2018 at the age of 92. JN

German-based Mann+Hummel
Group has expanded its portfolio
of offerings, announcing the
acquisition of Tri-Dim Filter
Corporation, the largest privatelyheld air filtration company in
North America.

healing software, what the aftermarket should
be worried about in Washington, a presentation
on augmented reality and tracks that focused on
marketing, information technology and heavy duty.
Attendees also got to take part in hands-on live
demonstrations of AR during the conference.
Also announced at the conference was that
Patrick Enniss, product development manager at
Mann+Hummel, will serve as the 2019 chairman of
the Technology Council. JN

HONDA PUMPS BIG
MONEY IN GM’S
AUTONOMOUS UNIT
General Motors’ selfdriving unit, Cruise, is
getting a boost from Japan’s
Honda Motor Co.
The two will team up
on autonomous vehicle
technology as the race to develop next-generation
personal transportation continues to heat up.
Honda is investing US$2.75 billion into the
venture – that’s on top of the already on-going
partnership on fuel cell vehicles the two
announced in the summer.
The goal, the companies said, is to develop
an autonomous vehicle that can be produced
at a high volume for global deployment. The
companies will also explore global opportunities
for commercial deployment of the Cruise network.
“Honda chose to collaborate with Cruise and
General Motors based on their leadership in
autonomous and electric vehicle technology and
our shared vision of a zero-emissions and zerocollision world,” said Seiji Kuraishi, an executive
vice-president at Honda. JN
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Tri-Dim is based in Louisa,
Va., with 800 employees. It
is a provider of a full line of
HVAC filtration products and
services, including air and liquid
filtration, heating/air conditioning
supplies, cleanroom filtration, air
purification equipment, gas phase
filtration and air testing and
remediation.
“Tri-Dim’s portfolio, experienced
workforce, geographic reach and
amazing customer relationships
make them the perfect partner
in our further expansion
strategy into air and water
filtration solutions,“ said Håkan
Ekberg, group vice president of
Mann+Hummel’s LS&E business
unit, in an announcement.
Mann+Hummel noted that the
acquisition gives the company
more access to Canadian and
American markets, bringing more
opportunities for growth. Terms
of the deal were not disclosed.

Follow
us on
Twitter

@JobberNews

automotive aftermarket, the industry better be
ready to take on the change. It’s coming, and
coming fast, one industry expert told attendees of a
recent conference.
Paul Golata, senior technology specialist at
Mouser Electronics, gave the opening keynote at
the 2018 Technology Conference, presented by the
Automotive Aftermarket Suppliers Association. He
warned that the industry needs to figure out a plan
to take on disruptive innovation with products and
in traditional processes.
He urged attendees in Clearwater, Fla., at the
beginning of October to think about what will
become ubiquitous tomorrow that today doesn’t
seem so. Take cell phones as an example, he said.
When they first came out, who would have thought
almost everyone would have one in their pocket?
Who would have even thought that 15 years ago?
“It’s important to make sure we know what is
coming and prepare for it,” Golata said.
He also noted that it’s important for suppliers to
be flexible and able to adapt to change.
“Are you prepared to give exactly what the
customer wants?” he asked.
The conference also included sessions on self-

MANN+
HUMMEL
BUYS
TRI-DIM
FILTER
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names in the news |
Spectra hires new OEM
division head
Spectra Premium announced the
appointment of Nicolas Beugnot into a role
that will lead operations of the company’s
OEM side.

New Spectra VP for U.S., Europe
Spectra Premium has named Collin Francis as its vice president of sales and
marketing – aftermarket for the U.S. and Europe.
He will be responsible for leading all sales and marketing efforts within the U.S.,
European and Latin American operations while continuing to manage global
marketing efforts.

As senior vice president, OEM division,
corporate and legal affairs, secretary,
Beugnot will also continue directing the legal and corporate affairs of
the company. He has spent the last eight years with Spectra as vice
president, legal affairs. Prior to joining the company, he was a partner in
the Montreal office of a leading Canadian law firm.

He’s spent eight years with the Quebec-based company, most recently as global
director – strategic marketing where he led global marketing efforts. Francis has
also managed teams in category management, product development and parts information management.

“Nicolas has been involved for the past two years in most facets of
the OEM Division and has extensive knowledge of its operations, so
he is well suited to lead it as we enter a period of strong international
growth, including as a result of the acquisition of TechROi Fuel Systems
in Sweden,” said Jacques Mombleau, Spectra’s president and chief
executive officer. “I wish Nicolas the best in his new duties.”

Murphy moves into new role at Bestbuy

Lumileds adds new
Canadian manager
Automotive lighting company Lumileds
has named Chris McPhedran its national
sales manager for Canada. He will oversee
all aspects of sales for the company, which
licences the Philips brand, in Canada.
McPhedran came to Lumileds with a decade
of sales management experience in the Canadian market.
McPhedran said one of his core values is a determination to treat
customers as partners, not as transactions.
“Relationship development and strength of character will lead to mutual
success for both parties,” he said. “Lumileds has strong core values that
tie to my own as well and I am excited to join the team.”

Brake Parts Inc.
VP retires
Jeff Fedorchak hung up his hat and
retired from Brake Parts Inc. at the end
of September.
The former vice president of global
operations had been with the company
since 1994 when he joined as the
manufacturing manager at the former McHenry, Ill., rotor and drum
manufacturing plant.
Three years later he was promoted to plant manager in the Cuba,
Miss., stamping and disc pad manufacturing plant. In 2004, Fedorchak
assumed the responsibilities of the director of friction manufacturing
in McHenry.
He was promoted to his current position in 2013. Following the
acquisition of Remy Power Products in 2016, the North American rotating
electrical manufacturing operations were added to Fedorchak’s portfolio.
10

Andy Murphy will move over into the role of vice president, sales and marketing at
Bestbuy Distributors following the recent hire of Scott Stone as the company’s vice
president, purchasing.
Murphy will work closely with Stone as he transitions purchasing and inventory
responsibilities to Stone. Murphy, who has been with Bestbuy since 2010, ﬁrst
joined the company as its national director, product development and inventory
before moving on to vice president, purchasing in 2016 and vice president, sales,
marketing and purchasing in 2017.

Alliance names new business
intelligence manager
The Aftermarket Auto Parts Alliance has promoted Ethan Love to business
intelligence manager.
In this new position, Love will join the Alliance Information Technology team
as they continue to expand the Alliance Technology Suite which includes data,
software and connectivity solutions for the automotive aftermarket.
He will report directly to Dale E. Hopkins, VP & CIO for the Alliance.
Love first joined the Alliance’s product division as Category Analyst in August 2014.

New head named for AP
Emissions
Andy McIntosh has been
promoted to president
of the AP Emissions
Technologies division at
APC Automotive.
He has been with the
company since 2015,
previously serving as
vice president and
general manager of its CATCO Catalytic Converters
and Aristo Intelligent Catalyst Technologies
operations. He oversaw the development and
manufacturing of coated-catalyst and catalytic
converters and spearheaded the complete
manufacturing integration of the DuraFit heavy-duty
product line.

CRP appoints new business
development manager
Todd Gilbert has been
named as business
development manager
for CRP Automotive’s
OES business.
Most recently, Gilbert
was the distribution
sales manager for
the Transtec brand of
transmission and steering rebuild kits in the United
States and Canadian markets.
He spent 25 years with Freudenberg-NOK in the
sealing technology sector, where Gilbert held many
roles in product development, commercial sales and
account management positions.
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ob Dow grew up in the automotive business – and he knows what it takes to
build a successful auto parts store. It
starts with commitment. Rob learned that
from his mother and father who sold their
family home to open Jack Dow Auto Supplies
in 1973. By 1984, Rob was a fixture in the
Niagara Falls store. “I did store clean-up after
school. I helped with stock.”
Dow learned the rudiments of the aftermarket business by being on site and watching his
parents and store employees. From them, he
learned a fundamental tenet of good business.
“Customer service is the not-so-secret ingredient,” says Rob. “I believe in treating a customer
like you would want to be treated.”
To ensure that philosophy today infuses
service at all levels in their stores, Rob and his
mother Eleanor Dow give the staff the authority
they need to meet – and exceed – customer
expectations. “Employees learn by seeing how
you treat customers. We empower them. If
we’re not there, they can take care of the customer as needed.”
That focus on customer service pays off. In
2015, Rob opened his second store, Dow Auto
Supplies in Welland, Ont. A grand opening
drew a big crowd, but to his surprise Rob discovered many customers were already familiar
with the company brand. “Since 1973, we’ve
been open seven days a week. I discovered
many customers in Welland would come to our
store in Niagara Falls on a Sunday because no
one else was open.”
Ensuring customers get what they need
when they need it keeps customers coming
back, and that approach has been central to
the success of Jack Dow Auto Supplies for
more than 45 years. “Loyalty is essential,” says
Rob. “We’re still dealing with many of the same
shops since I first worked in the store in 1984.”
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Rob Dow, of Jack Dow Auto Supplies
in Niagara Falls, Ont., and Dow Auto
Supplies in Welland, Ont.

Bestbuy allows
“you
to deal
with a customer
on a personal
level that suits
your area.”

Another important element in the success
of the family-owned businesses, is its affiliation with Bestbuy Distributors. Two years
after opening Jack Dow Auto Supplies, Rob’s
parents became a member of the full-service,
independent distributor focused; buying group.
Rob has continued to maintain that relationship.
For independent distributors, the advantages

to being a Bestbuy member are numerous –
and substantive. “Bestbuy allows you to deal
with a customer on a personal level that suits
your area,” says Rob, whose customers are
primarily auto repair shops, but there is a good
walk-in business as well.
Not every community and every customer
base are the same, he notes. Some stores, for
example, are parts focused. Being part of the
Bestbuy family gives members the flexibility and
the freedom to select the inventory they need
to meet customer needs. “With larger, corporate entities, stores often have to fall in line,”
says Rob. “This,” he says, “can be as detailed
as restricting what colours are used in banners,
displays and other visuals.” Rob knows this, as
Jack Dow Auto Supplies left Bestbuy for a brief
period. After changing and trying another parts
association, Rob realized the better fit for their
family business truly was with Bestbuy, so they
made the decision to rejoin the Bestbuy family
of distributors.
Being part of the coast-to-coast group,
enables member distributors to focus on the
basics – “on what is most important to customers and staff,” says Rob. “Customers need
quality parts at reasonable prices. Bestbuy
helps us to provide that.”
In addition, and equally important, he notes,
“Bestbuy gives us a national buying power you
couldn’t achieve on your own.”
The importance of quality products at affordable prices is captured in the tagline, or motto,
that defines the Dow auto stores: “Enjoy the
thrill of underpaying.”
Rob points out that the key to a successful
and sustainable business is quality cost control
– “being able to buy your products at the right
price” – and being comfortable in the knowledge that those products are first rate. That
winning combination of product value and rea-
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The team at Jack Dow Auto Supplies: Back row l to r: Dave Smith, Winston Alejandro
Front l to r: Mike Wegelin, Laura Wegelin, Kelly Copland, Eleanor Dow, Rob Dow, Todd Anderson

The team at Dow Auto Supplies:
Back row l to r: Argilio Guglielmi,
Dave Forshner, Dennis Zatychies, Derek
Brobyn, Roger Kelly
Front row l to r: Rob Dow, Ida Hare,
Frank Kasm, Jason Young, Wes Murray,
Peter Coombes

sonable pricing draws customers in. Add excellent service to the mix, and you have customers
that keep coming back year after year.
There is another important business advantage to being part of the Bestbuy team. Members are also shareholders. “Bestbuy profits are
redistributed to shareholders. That helps pay
the bills – and it motivates you to be successful,” says Rob.
As for what lies ahead for the Dow auto
stores, Rob isn’t certain. Another store may
be in the wings, he says. “I wouldn’t rule anything out.” 
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business management |

SPOTTING TROUBLE AMONG YOUR CUSTOMERS

H

ow do you know if a shop customer is in
trouble?
By asking the following questions, you’ll get an
idea of the shop’s situation and if they’re possibly
heading down a dark path. And you don’t need
to crunch too many numbers to find out.

1

What’s the average cost per billed hour? If

they don’t know how it’s calculated, they’re not
up to date. It’s all about shop efficiency, not total
sales and car count. The shop’s cost per billed
hour should be $145-$155. If the rate is below 85
per cent, the shop is not achieving the total gross
profit percentage required to ensure future capital
is available for growth and operating costs.

2

Does the shop prepare a monthly ﬁnancial
statement broken out into the proper
revenue categories, with aftermarket parts
and dealer parts reported separately? If they’re

only reading what the computer says, not using
a bookkeeper to prepare statements with actual
inventory count or simply estimating, they’re
doing it wrong.

3

Does labour revenue exceed parts
revenue? Labour revenue of $1.25 to parts

revenue is the goal. If not, it’s likely the shop
frequently argues over part prices. They’re in trouble.

4

Do the shop’s accounts receivables exceed
20 per cent of average total monthly sales
for the past six months? If yes, the shop has cash

flow problems and can’t pay all bills in full when
due. If the owner doesn’t even know the answer,
then they’re out of control.

Photo: diane555, iStockphoto

5

What is the shop’s attitude? Listen carefully

Listen carefully to how the owner
speaks about the business, its
problems, the industry and the
industry’s issues.

7

What percentage of parts purchases go to
the shop’s main jobber? If it is below 65 per

cent, the supplier has a stocking problem or there
is no business relationship between the shop and
jobber. Therefore, the shop goes from jobber to
jobber, wasting time, creating shop inefﬁciency
and virtually has no proﬁtability. It’s another way
how focusing only on price is trouble.

8

When was the last time the shop owner
took a full business management course?

If it was two or more years ago, they’re out of date.

9

Does the shop owner take at least six
weeks of holidays per year? If not, they’re

most likely not proﬁtable enough because they
can’t afford to or they’re a workaholic leading to
a potentially weak family life that could lead to
breakdown, divorce and ﬁnancial ruin.

to how the owner speaks about the business,
its problems, the industry and the industry’s issues.
Are the dealerships killing them? Is it always
your fault or the manufacturer’s for parts pricing?
Furthermore, is the staff perceived as professional?
If not, the consumer sees the same thing.

10

6

allow themselves to leave the business to look after
business matters, attend necessary training or have
time off?

Does the shop know how to calculate its
site efficiency? Do they do it frequently?

Do they know their average labour hours produced
per work order? If not, the shop isn’t measuring
productivity – it’s only measuring itself based
on sales.

How does the owner feel about his
staff? Do they trust employees enough to

Ask a few subtle questions and nail down the
status of the shop. Don’t get caught – know to
whom you are selling. JN
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BY BOB
GREENWOOD
Bob Greenwood,
AMAM (accredited
master automotive
manager), is
president and CEO
of Automotive
Aftermarket
E-Learning Centre
Ltd. (AAEC). He has
over 40 years of
business management
experience within the
independent sector
of the automotive
aftermarket industry in
North America.
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WE HAVE A

deal
BUT NEW
TRADE AGREEMENT
MEANS THINGS

WON’T
Photo: metamorworks, iStockphotos.com

BE ‘BUSINESS AS USUAL’

T

hat loud noise you heard at
the end of September was a
collective sigh of relief after it
was announced that Canada
had ﬁnally been brought on
board as part of a new trade deal in North
America.
The United States-Mexico-Canada
Agreement (USMCA, or NAFTA 2.0 as
some are calling it) was announced as
last minute as you could get, just before
a midnight deadline. It’s still pending
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ratiﬁcation from governments and an
ofﬁcial signing ceremony, hoops that
many experts – including those in the
automotive aftermarket – are hoping the
deal gets through without any hiccups.
Surprises are what many don’t need as
it was already concerning enough when
Canada looked like it would be excluded,
leaving the U.S. and Mexico as the only
dance partners.
“It would be hard to see how the
USMCA or the supply chains could func-

tion without the inclusion of Canada,”
said IHS Markit automotive group senior
analyst Peter Nagle in Michigan.
“It’s important that Canada is part of
this deal,” said Ann Wilson, Washington, D.C.-based senior vice president
of government affairs with the Motor &
Equipment Manufacturers Association
(MEMA), which represents both the OE
and aftermarket sides. “Because, as we
all know, we’ve built a North American
supply chain – not just for original equip-
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BY ADAM MALIK

“

To be able to reach an agreement that will provide better
stability and less uncertainty is definitely very welcome.

”

– JEAN-FRANCOIS CHAMPAGNE, AIA CANADA

“

Sometimes the
aftermarket thinks those
are details that only
apply to vehicle
manufacturers –
the cap applies to
them, too.

”

– ANN WILSON, MOTOR & EQUIPMENT
MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

suppliers such as Mevotech or Spectra –
which have done really well in the U.S.
market for the last few years,” said Kumar
Saha of Frost & Sullivan in Toronto. “It
allows them to continue their market
share expansion.”
But now it’s time for the aftermarket –
and automotive industry overall – to roll
up its sleeves and ﬁnd opportunities in
the agreement, while preparing itself for
challenges.
ment but for the aftermarket as well – that
depends on the full participation of all
three countries.”
In Canada, the Automotive Industries
Association was happy that the uncertainty has been laid to rest.
“It put everyone at a standstill,” said
AIA president Jean-Francois Champagne.
“To be able to reach an agreement that
will provide better stability and less uncertainty is deﬁnitely very welcome.”
Canadian companies also stand to
beneﬁt as it keeps important doors open.
“I think it’s good news for the aftermarket overall – particularly for Canadian

What about those caps?

Tariffs were naturally a concern for those
in the industry. U.S. President Donald
Trump threatened to impose them on any
vehicle entering the U.S. from Canada if a
deal wasn’t reached. While not eliminated, Canada and Mexico have been given
signiﬁcant wiggle room to grow through
side letters that limit how much each
country can produce.
The USMCA will shield the ﬁrst 2.6 million Canadian car exports to the U.S. from
any tariffs. Canada averages well below
two million currently.
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Vehicles will also get tariff-free treatment if 75 per cent of its content is made
in North America, up from 62.5 per cent
in the current NAFTA.
Canada can also export US$32.4 billion
in auto parts to the U.S., up from the current value of $23 billion.
The agreement further requires that 70
per cent of the steel and aluminum used
must originate in North America.
And don’t think this only matters to carmakers and OE suppliers. The aftermarket
needs to pay attention as well.
“Sometimes the aftermarket thinks
those are details that only apply to vehicle
manufacturers – the cap applies to them,
too,” Wilson said.
continued
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“

If I learned anything from the last few months,
it’s this: Go global – think outside North America.

”

– KUMAR SAHA, FROST & SULLIVAN

Challenges of caps

No one likes limits. A cap on how many
auto parts can be brought into the U.S.
from Canada and Mexico will be challenging. It’s bound to create plenty of
confusion and it’s not yet clear how it will
impact the aftermarket.
As parts go back and forth across the
border multiple times in the manufacturing process, how will they be valued?
Industry could argue that an unﬁnished
part has no value. Government may disagree. Who is going to measure value?
Will value be measured each time the
part crosses the border – opening up the
potential for double dipping?
“And what is the impact on the aftermarket versus original equipment?”
Wilson wondered. “Those are going to

be very important questions because the
automotive aftermarket is going to be
included in that cap.”
“You can hit the parts market in several
different ways,” said John Jackson, professor at the Automotive Business School
of Canada at Georgian College in Barrie,
Ont. “One of them is impacting the value
and taxation of raw materials. But then
there are processed materials or reﬁned
materials that are used and you could tax
that. There could be taxation on product
distribution. You could have taxation on
the application of these products into
vehicles.”
Steel, aluminum tariffs hanging around

Irking many industry observers is that this
new agreement did nothing to alleviate S.

VDO – A Trademark of the Continental Corporation

www.vdo.com/usa
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232 tariffs on steel and aluminum that are
still in effect. It’s also especially confusing
that the deal calls for a speciﬁc amount of
North American steel and aluminum, but
tariffs are still in place on those products
from Canada and Mexico.
So where is material supposed to come
from? Don’t forget, the U.S. also has
signiﬁcant tariffs in place against China.
“As it currently stands, the United States
doesn’t really produce sufﬁcient volumes
of some specialized aluminum and steel
products that are needed for the auto sector,” Jackson said. “And that’s a bit of a
concern here because we in Canada have
been able to provide that kind of supply.
I would hate to see us lose a lot of that
opportunity.”
The MEMA is pushing hard for these
tariffs to be taken off the table.
“We’re encouraging our country and
Canada to come to some agreement
because it’s so important for those materials to be able to cross our borders,” Wilson said, adding that it could very well be
that tariffs remain in place against other
countries.
“If in fact those tariffs will be imposed by
the United States, we would deﬁnitely like
for them to be imposed on countries other
than Canada,” Champagne said. “We’re
always advocating for no tariffs at all.”
Furthermore, costs will continue to rise
in the aftermarket so long as tariffs are in
place as raw material prices go up. Will
those costs be absorbed or passed on to
the customer? You can bet the latter.
“The tariffs continue to baffle me,” Saha
said. “I think they will eventually go away
but it’s a constant reminder that we got a
hard bargain.”
Aftermarket opportunities

With greater North American content
required under the agreement, it could
present an opportunity for the aftermarket.
“We could see some new investments
by suppliers speciﬁcally tailored to the
original equipment side. Some of those
investments could flow to the aftermarket
business,” IHS’s Nagle said.
Suppliers that may not have much
more than a toe in the OE waters may
want to invest further.
“We might ﬁnd that there will be opportunities for businesses to bump up their
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product proﬁle in the supply of various
parts and components,” Jackson said.
This deal should also push Canadian
suppliers to look to expand their base
abroad in places like Europe, India or
China.
“We may not have much of a choice
because of geography but our part suppliers need to start seriously looking beyond
the U.S.,” Saha said. “If I learned anything
from the last few months, it’s this: Go
global – think outside North America.”
‘Not business as usual’

One way the USMCA sets itself apart from
NAFTA is that it zeroes in on rules of
origin. It will require greater documentation on where every little part comes
from. Suppliers will no longer be able
to use poor paperwork as a rationale for
claiming an imported subcomponent as
domestic.
“USMCA is really going to crack down
on those practices. Those details are really going to matter and really force OEMs

Highlights
from the USMCA
• The agreement outlines that 75 per
cent of a vehicle’s contents must
originate from North America.
It will be phased in through 2023.
• A side letter between Canada
and the U.S. stipulates that the
Americans will provide at least a
60-day exemption from any future
measures under S. 232. During
this time, both countries will try to
negotiate an appropriate outcome.
After 60 days, if the U.S. applies S.
232 measures, Canada is exempt
for the first 2.6 million light vehicles
per year and US$32.4 billion per
year of auto parts.
• Labour value content rules apply
on the vehicle manufacturing side.
It stipulates that 40 per cent of
production must be carried out by
workers earning at least US$16 per
hour.

and suppliers to have a more thorough
documentation of their entire supply
chain and a much more accurate representation of those content levels in parts
and vehicles,” Nagle said.
While many of the ripples from the
USMCA will affect the original equipment
side, Wilson warned that “it’s not business as usual” for the aftermarket going
forward.
“There will be changes and [the aftermarket] need not assume that the changes for their competitor are the same as the
changes for them; that the changes for
their OE division are the same as changes
for their aftermarket division; and that
their supply chain is going to remain static because of these changes,” she said.
Take the time to review the deal, ask
questions and, if there is still a lack of
clarity, speak to your association and
have them advocate on your behalf.
The deal is expected to come into
effect sometime in 2019. JN
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BY ADAM MALIK

THE WEEK THAT WAS

AAPEX
I

n front of an international audience, former U.S. president
George W. Bush’s senior advisor sang the praises of
America while taking shots at China at the opening keynote
for AAPEX 2018.
Karl Rove could have elicited repeated chants of “U-S-A” if
not for a mix of global visitors in attendance at the breakfast
session at the Venetian in Las Vegas just before doors opened
to the largest annual gathering of aftermarket professionals.
After accusing China of strong-arming companies that want
to operate in its country and stealing intellectual property
from the United States and others, he said the Chinese were
not smarter nor more innovative than Americans.
Then in response to a question about what the aftermarket
has to look forward to, Rove said America has “the best
economy, the best legal system, the best competitive
environment, the best source of innovation, the best workers,
the best leaders, the best business atmosphere [and] the best
consumers in the world. If you can’t succeed in the United
States of America, something’s wrong.”
All that was missing was a flag waving in the background.
He also expressed his confusion around steel and
aluminum tariffs against Canada and Mexico, saying it presents
their neighbours as enemies and not friends.
Rove followed CNN’s John King who gave insights into
possible outcomes heading into the country’s Nov. 6 midterm
elections.

About 400 Canadian aftermarket members packed a room at the Venetian
for the ﬁrst ever Spirits of Canada.

Spirits of Canada
The annual tradition of Canada Night, which draws around
1,000 aftermarket pros from both sides of the border at
Caesar’s Palace, was a little different this time around.
The first Spirits of Canada was held just before the event,
even overlapping with it. About 400 people – Canadians only
– squeezed into a room at the Venetian to mix and mingle
following the first day of AAPEX.
The event was organized by five Canadian national
aftermarket sales agencies: Specialty Sales & Marketing, Grant
Brothers Sales, National Sales, Zurawel Patton Sample and
Agence Stephane Carre. It gave a strictly Canadian opportunity
for closer networking opportunities. Given the response, a
bigger venue may be needed for next year.

The show
Crowds packed the Sands Expo to take in the latest offerings
from aftermarket suppliers, but general consensus among
exhibitors was that foot traffic seemed lighter than in previous
20

Crowds ﬁlled the Sands Expo in Las Vegas for three days at AAPEX.
Vehicle technology was front and centre at many booths.

years. One theory was that fewer international buyers came to Sin
City as they had already done their business at Automechanika
Frankfurt in September.
Attendees who made the trek saw how manufacturers are
preparing themselves to provide the necessary support, parts and
tools to be ready for the future. Technology was foremost with ADAS
systems and electric vehicle technology taking centre stage.
A number of sessions provided guidance to shops and jobbers.
Business outlook, industry trends and technological advancements
were just some of the topics. Jobber News will be developing these
topics in future issues. JN
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countertalk | upselling

Done right,
counter staff
can boost sales
and loyalty

Navigating
THE ART OF UPSELLING

– SAMANTHA NAULT-CANNING, WAREHOUSE SERVICES INC
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utomotive customers, both retail and wholesale, usually call
or come into a store knowing what they want. That, however, doesn’t mean they know everything they need or the best
brands to meet those needs.
That’s where the expertise and insight of frontline salespeople
becomes invaluable. One of the most important tools in their
arsenal: upselling.
Upselling should be built into the service you provide, says
Darcy Turton, a counterperson with Automotive Parts Distributors
in Saskatoon.
It’s not a dirty word. Upselling is a sales technique that
encourages, or at the very least informs, the customer about
higher-quality options, upgrades and complementary products.
At its best and its most effective, upselling is about bringing value
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‘‘

You want to show the customer
you know what you’re talking
about. They want to deal with
knowledgeable staff.

A

BY DONALEE MOULTON

“

The biggest issue is upselling the quality of the
product. Everybody is always price conscious.

”

– DARCY TURTON, AUTOMOTIVE PARTS DISTRIBUTORS

to the customer and not about fueling the bottom line.
reminders and suggestions, if any.
“We try to get customers to have everything they need,” said
It’s about knowing your customers, Turton says. “Are they a
Samantha Nault-Canning with Warehouse Services Inc., in Leduc,
green service writer or an experienced service writer?”
Alberta. “[Upselling] is to their benefit.”
His customers are also working in a competitive environment
The technique, which involves engaging customers and
where customers often make decisions based on the cost of a
apprising them of purchase options, benefits customers in two
job. “The biggest issue is upselling the quality of the product.
significant ways. First, it helps ensure they have everything they
Everybody is always price conscious.”
require for their job when they hang up the phone or walk out of
That reality also shapes sales for customers generally, notes
the store. There is no need for a return visit or another phone call
Nault-Canning. “It’s easier to sell something less expensive.”
that wastes the valuable time of service and repair shops because
For more expensive items, she adds, the customer will often
a part was overlooked.
want to think about the purchase. And many do. In some cases,
For example, when customers walk into Warehouse Services
they’ll turn to the Internet for confirmation and additional
looking for oil, the counter staff ask if they also need a filter.
info, but it is not unusual to get a follow-up call from a shop
Likewise, if customers are buying an alternator, the salesperson
saying they’d like to move ahead with the item they were
will inquire if a belt is also needed.
recommended.
Second, shops can be assured they not only have all the
The approach to upselling is also critical, she added. “You
essential parts and products, but the best parts and
can’t be pushy.” The harder a salesperson drives the sale, often
products for their repairs and restorations.
the more resistant a customer becomes.
This confidence is built on trusting the
“We make it a suggestion,” said Naultexpertise of counterpeople – and that is
Canning of her team’s upselling techniques.
good for business.
Often, she notes, customers will say no to the
“It’s part of being competitive,” Naultsuggestion, and that’s just fine. The attempt
Canning said. “You want to show the
has been made and the relationship with the
customer you know what you’re talking about.
customer is intact.
They want to deal with knowledgeable staff.”
Understanding the landscape that
Customers also want to deal with ethical
the customer is navigating is critical to
staff. This is where upselling can be tricky and
understanding the best way to connect with
get a negative connotation. Pushing a product
them, and when to step back. In her book,
may earn a jobber a few extra dollars on a
SNAP Selling: Speed Up Sales and Win More
single sale but can lose them a customer in
Business with Today’s Frazzled Customers,
the long run.
Jill Konrath refers to what she calls the
“We don’t upsell parts that aren’t
Frazzled Customer Syndrome.
necessary,” says Turton. “If anything, it goes
“You likely encounter these individuals
the other way. People are putting on a lower
on a daily basis. They’re good people who
quality part than they should.”
are doing their best to survive in a crazy-busy
– SAMANTHA NAULT-CANNING,
Upselling in the absence of information
workplace,” she said. “Their calendars are
WAREHOUSE SERVICES INC.
about the customer and the products can
overflowing and they’re constantly falling
make it seem like the suggestions are being
behind, but they feel powerless to stop the
driven by profit motives rather than customer
unrelenting, escalating demands on their
service. Knowledge of the customer is helpful
time.”
here. Automotive Parts Distributors, for instance, deals with
It is in this frame of mind that they rush into your store
numerous shop owners who are putting an estimate together
looking to make a quick purchase. If they are a repeat customer,
for a client. They’re car and truck people. Not all mechanics,
chances are you have built or are well on your way to building
supervisors and owners, however, come with the same type
a relationship with them. Successful customer relationships are
or breadth of automotive knowledge.
founded on trust – trust that you know what you’re talking about
Turton customizes his upselling suggestions to the client.
and you’re being up front and honest with them.
“Some need more reminding than others,” he pointed out.
Once the trust erodes – often because a customer feels profit is
continued
Those with an extensive understanding will receive fewer

They may not
buy right away,
but it’s in their
mind. You have
planted the
seed.
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Upselling checklist
Existing customers are the best target for increased revenue, according to SCORE, a non-proﬁt association that
helps small businesses get off the ground and grow. The
Herndon, Va.-based organization has prepared the following checklist to help counterpeople upsell successfully.
Here’s what to offer:
• Upgrade to a premium brand
• Upgrade to a more fully featured product
• Higher level of service
• Increased hours of service
• Personalization
• Extended service or maintenance contract
• Extended warranty
• Faster delivery
• Product or service to extend the life of the product
• Materials that emphasize reduction in down-time
• Demonstration on how premium product compares to
regular product

Enlight
your
engine

with molecular
friction control
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is more important than they are – it can be hard to regain.
However, if the upselling suggestion is made in the spirit of
trying to help the customer, it will actually help cement the
relationship.
Turton and his colleagues, for example, routinely ask
customers looking for an air filter if they also need a cabin filter.
“We remind them,” he said. “It’s appreciated.”
The sense of helpfulness can be reinforced by supporting
materials throughout the store. Signage and literature on
products, parts and related issues can be found throughout
Warehouse Services. This makes customers aware and provides
instant access to important details.
“It’s not just us saying it,” Nault-Canning said. “They can read
this while they wait. They may not buy right away, but it’s in
their mind. You have planted the seed.”
Although upselling can add significantly to revenue and
ongoing customer service – if done correctly – it is often missing
from the sales transaction.
“It’s a good practice to get into,” Turton said, “but it can be
overlooked when things are hectic and you want to move on to
the next customer.”
That’s where there can be strength in numbers, he added. “We
remind each other about new products and letting customers
know. We work as a team.”
He recommended developing a checklist that counterstaff
can use to review with the client. This makes it less about selling
additional products and more about ensuring the customer has
everything they need.
Aftermarket reps can help with this.
“It keeps us educated, which we can pass on. It makes the
up-sale that much easier,” Turton said. JN
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Mevotech adds
parts numbers

Hybrid cooling fans
Continental has introduced to the aftermarket what it calls the first hybrid battery fans for
popular hybrid vehicles. The replacement components – of which coverage includes Ford
C-Max and Fusion, Lexus CT 200h and ES 3000h, and Toyota Avalon, Camry, Prius, and Prius
V models – were originally dealer-only parts but are now available to the aftermarket. VDO
Hybrid Battery Cooling Fans restore the original battery cooling performance to the vehicle,
which helps increases efficiency and provides better mileage. The fans are exact replacements
for the original fan in vehicle specific fit, form, and function. The fans also feature identical
mounting locations and plug and play electrical connections for quick and easy installation.
VDO | www.usa.vdo.com

ACDelco’s new
caliper line
ACDelco has brought in a
new brake caliper line for the
aftermarket. It features no
core charge and provides a
replacement option for many
vehicles on the road today. Some
of the product’s main features
include zinc plated coating on
cast iron components, which
offers corrosion protection
from environmental elements
and corrosive road sprays,
and protects new cast iron
calipers and brackets, as well as
brackets on aluminum calipers.
All components are 100 per
cent new to provide maximum
performance: New pistons and
bleeder screws – copper washers
included (where applicable)
for trouble free installation;
Caliper housing bolts are
tightened to manufacturing
torque specifications; Critical
components are lubricated for
smooth operation.
ACDelco
www.acdelcocanada.com
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Redesigned Flank Drive Xtra
Snap-on Tools has given the first redesign to it Flank
Drive Xtra (FDX) socket system. Introduced in 1965,
greater turning power, improved secure fastening
engagement and greater efficiency are all part of the
redesign. The FDX system grips fasteners futher off
the corners, giving up to 25 per cent more strength. It
can grip rounded corners and damaged fasteners. Its
shape has also been upgraded, now with a chamfered
lip on the hex and drive ends to give more grip and
turning power. The sockets have a grooved, grippable
outer walls to make them easier to remove. Large and
distinctive markings also make it easier to identify and
read the sockets.
Snap-on Tools | www.snapon.com

Mevotech is bringing in
102 new part numbers to
expand coverage of its
Supreme and TTX: Terran
Tough Xtreme brands. Of
the new parts, 74 feature
engineered enhancements
for increased strength and
durability and 37 are firstto-market components,
including control arm and
ball joint assemblies for
the 2014-2017 Chevrolet
Silverado 1500 and
2014-2017 GMC Sierra
1500. Also introduced
in the announcement
is Mevotech’s patented
bi-metallic technology to
the front lower control
arms for the 2013-2018
Ford Fusion/Lincoln MKZ
(CMS401184/5). There
are 29 new parts for the
company’s TTX line of
chassis parts, including 17
control arms, eight outer tie
rod ends, two stabilizer links
and two ball joints.
Mevotech
www.mevotech.com

Looking for more?
Visit www.autoserviceworld.com/products to stay on
top of the latest product announcements.
www.autoserviceworld.com | JOBBER NEWS / NOVEMBER / DECEMBER 2018

ATF fluids from Pentosin
GMB water pumps
GMB’s latest water pump additions cover
up to 11 million vehicles in operation,
bringing total coverage from GMB to 200
million of cars on today’s roads.
GMB has exclusive coverage for popular
applications including: 2008-2013 BMW
M3; 2013-2016 Cadillac ATS, CT6, and
CTS; 2014-2015 Chevrolet Cruze, Diesel;
2011-2017 Hyundai Elantra, Elantra Coupe,
Elantra GT and Tucson; 2014-2017 Jeep
Grand Cherokee; 2014-2017 Kia Forte,
Forte Koup, Fortes and Soul; 2015-2017
Lexus NX200T; 2015-2017 Mercedes Benz,
16 models; 2016 Scion iM; and more.
GMB | www.gmb.net

ATE MK60 Hydraulic Control Unit
ATE, an aftermarket brand of Continental
Corporation, has introduced the MK60
Hydraulic Control Unit (HCU). It eliminates
the need to replace the entire brake control
unit (ECU) when only the HCU needs
replacement. Vehicle applications cover
popular Volkswagen and Volvo models.
Installation requires removing the entire
hydraulic and electronic control unit,
replacing the old HCU with the new ATE
MK60 HCU, and attaching it to the ECU.
ATE | www.ate-na.com

CRP Automotive announced a pair of new Pentosin automatic transmission
fluids for Mercedes-Benz applications. Pentosin ATF 134 FE (Blue) Transmission
Fluid is designed for the latest generation Mercedes-Benz 7-G Tronic Plus
(NAG II+) automatic transmissions. It has been specially developed to further
optimize gearbox efficiency and is OEM-approved fluid. Pentosin ATF 134
(Red) Transmission Fluid is designed for Mercedes-Benz 4, 5, and 7-speed
transmissions up to June 2010. to improve shifting comfort. It has OE approval
on Mercedes-Benz spec 236.14 and is backwards compatible to MB spec 236.12.
Blue is not backwards compatible to red.
CRP Automotive | www.crpautomotive.com

Automotive lighting

Having fun, no doubt!
But one headlight’s
about to go out.
If one headlight dies, the other
one is probably ready to go. When
replacing your customer’s headlights,
suggest that they change bulbs in
pairs for maximum driving safety.

1 new, 1 old headlight

2 new headlights

www.philips.com/chips

JOBBER NEWS / NOVEMBER / DECEMBER 2018 |www.autoserviceworld.com
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Diagnostic Thermal
Imager Elite
Philips X-tremeUltinon
LED Fog Lamp
Lumileds has announced
the Philips X-tremeUltinon
LED Fog Lamp for Asian
vehicles applications. It is a
new and advanced auxiliary
lamp is designed as a plugand-play replacement for
halogen bulb applications. It
delivers up to 6500K colour
temperature of bright white
light. It matches with the
colour of Xenon and LED
headlights. The lamps are
available for the replacement
of H8, H11, and H16 halogen
options. Application
coverage includes Acura,
Honda, Kia, Lexus, Mazda,
Mitsubishi, Nissan, Subaru,
and Toyota. It includes the
‘AirFlux’ design to provide
constant cooling, as well
as ‘SafeBeam’ technology,
which emits light to the road
and not eyes of oncoming
drivers.
Lumileds
www.philips.com/
automotive
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Redesigned online catalogue
Mevotech has enhanced its online catalogue into a new
format to ease access to information and images about
suspension and chassis parts. The redesigned website,
available at PartsOnline.Mevotech.com, features a new layout
with improved search capabilities. Several functionality
enhancements have also been added to make the
identification of parts and fitment more efficient: Search by
year/make/model, VIN, license plate, Mevotech part number
or interchange/competitor number; Vehicle application
data, features and specs, including product upgrades and
LaborSaver enhancements; Hi-res pictures with zoom
capability and 360-degree rotating images; Filter search
results by part type, vehicle position and Mevotech brand;
Save frequently-searched vehicles and parts to a list of
favorites; Links to supporting marketing materials, including
videos and brochures; Optimized mobile experience for quick
vehicle look-ups and detailed product information.
Mevotech | www.mevotech.com

Rancho sport suspension system
Rancho has released an innovated sport suspension
system for Jeep Wrangler JL 3.6L V6 Unlimited Series
using new dynamic rebound spring (DRS)
technology. The kit features an internal system
that includes a tuned metal spring and fortified
interior construction, pair of front and rear
RS5000X shocks, pair of corner-specific
progressive rate coil springs, and coil springs to
ensure a level stance and ride. The system also has
front and rear 2-inch bump stop extensions, front
sway bar adapter brackets, rear extended sway bar
end links, and an emergency brake line relocation bracket.
Rancho
www.gorancho.com

Snap-on Diagnostics has
introduced the Diagnostic
Thermal Imager Elite, which
uses infrared technology
to reveal heat caused by
friction, electrical resistance,
pressure changes and more.
Technicians can track down
vehicle faults and find the
fix faster, without having
to hope or guess that the
code was the right one
after all. Users can point
to any area of a vehicle for
detailed images of its heat
signature. When a Wi-Fi
connection is active, images
captured by the unit is
automatically uploaded to
the cloud via Snap-on’s new
sharing service, AltusDrive.
com. Technicians are able
to access the images from
their phone or computer
whenever needed.
Snap-on Diagnostics
diagnostics.snapon.com
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STOP LOOKING FOR PAT ANSWERS

If you’re hearing the same advice
from everyone you talk to, it may
be that your circle is too small.

A

BY ALLAN
JANSSEN
Allan Janssen is the
editorial director of
Newcom Media’s
automotive division.
You can reach him at
allan@newcom.ca
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s a journalist, I’m naturally curious about
people’s views, and I tend to be suspicious of
pat answers.
That’s not to say I automatically doubt what people tell me. But I’ve learned that solutions are not
always as easy as they’re made out to be. In some
cases, the prevailing wisdom simply doesn’t apply.
This is especially true in the rapidly evolving
automotive industry.
In the face of an uncertain future, I’ve learned to
regard bold statements with suspicion. The more
obvious a position seems, the more I question it. I
look for nuance in everyone’s argument, knowing
that truth is often found in unexpected corners.
At a recent press conference, the chairman of
the National Automobile Dealers Association, Wes
Lutz, called on automotive journalists to be more
critical about claims made about modern vehicle
technology. Specifically, he questioned the conventional wisdom that ride-hailing services will supplant personal vehicle ownership, that autonomous
vehicles will be safer than human-drivers, and that
dealers are loath to sell electric vehicles.
“Each one of these narratives might sound
right,” Lutz said. “But the truth is that each one is
built on false or unproven pretenses. And these
narratives are put out there by stakeholders that

have an obvious incentive for them to be true –
even if they aren’t.”
Is he right? I don’t know. He could be. It’s definitely worth considering. His theory – like so many
others – belongs in the mixing pot of ideas.
Having just returned from the annual
Automotive Aftermarket Parts Exposition (AAPEX)
in Las Vegas, I can tell you that there is no shortage
of opinions on how autonomous cars, ride sharing,
and vehicle electrification will affect your business.
Everyone’s got an opinion – and a lot of them contradict each other.
In fact, you could say that the prevailing wisdom
about the future of the automotive aftermarket is
that there’s no such thing as ‘prevailing wisdom.’
There’s a divergence of theories out there – all of
them regularly and vigorously debated at industry
conferences.
That’s good. It’s better than the alternative: an
echo chamber of identical opinions.
This year’s AAPEX featured a lot of talk about
advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS),
mobility as a service (MaaS), and the anticipated
explosion of light-vehicle fleets. Without question,
all of these things will impact your business – in
ways big and small. How you position your business depends on your perception of the threat or
opportunity.
If you’re hearing the same advice from everyone
you talk to, it may be that your circle is too small.
You might want to rely a little less on prevailing
wisdom and start soliciting divergent views. That
will mean spending more time in different crowds,
talking to new people in a wide variety of businesses in disparate locations.
When it comes to making major business decisions, you want as much input as you can get from
as many sources as you can find.
Your business is too important to risk it all on a
single view of the future. JN
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Sometimes the best strategy for you is based on an amalgam
of disparate views.

Akebono Brake Pads –
for happy customers.
Stop comebacks
QEliminate brake noise and vibration
QUse OE-validated friction
QIncrease bay utilization
QImprove profits
Q

“20 years ago we
switched to Akebono.
No dust. No noise.
Just happy customers.”
Gus T.
Owner, Hi-Tech Automotive
Mokena, IL

FACTORY INSTALLED

akebonobrakes.com

350
MODELS

OEM BRAND OF CHOICE

MOVING IN

TENS OF THOUSANDS
OF CARS.

KEEPING

TENS OF MILLIONS
OF CARS AND TRUCKS MOVING.

SURPRISED? Continental knows OE because our belts are OE on millions of Chrysler, Dodge, Ford, GM, BMW and
Volkswagen vehicles that roll off the assembly line every day. Now with our OE Technology Series (OETS), you can
install the aftermarket Multi V_Belt with the OE pedigree. Belts fanatically precision engineered for perfect fit, form
and function. Plus, there’s a Continental belt for 98% of the vehicles on the road in the U.S. and Canada. When your
reputation is riding on our belts, they must measure up. Get the full story at OETechnologySeries.com.

